
C6 Hood Spear Stripes Instruction 

- These stripes will come with masking tape on top of them to keep them in the correct shape. 

- Please check my FAQ on the website on "How to prep your Corvette ready to install stripes". 

- Please read premask instruction here to know how to install stripes with premask: 

http://www.vettestripes.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Install-Stripes-With-Premask.pdf 

- When installing, your stripes will go over the gap between the hood and front bumper. After finish 

installation, you will use a sharp razor to cut about 1/8" to the front bumper to leave a bit more on the hood. 

- Cut the stripes out to have driver side and passenger side. Lay them down on the hood to your liking position 

and use some masking tape to tape them down. Step back and make sure they are on the lines of the hood 

bulge where you like the best. Make adjustments if needed. Using some masking tape and pen to mark the 

top of the hood and the front bumper when your stripes will sit on the driver's side. Yes, just mark 1 side for 

now. There is no template or correct position for these hood stripes. My intention when design these stripes 

to sit on the side of the hood bulge; therefore, you have around 1" to work around the area. 

- Start installing your driver side hood stripes closest to your marks. It may get off the marks a bit because 

when marking, the stripe was still on a backing paper to it was not sitting completely flat with the hood. That 

why I asked you only mark on the driver side. 

- After finish installing your driver side, it is now time to mirror it over to the passenger side. Start measuring 

as many places as possible to mirror all the positions of your driver side hood stripe to the passenger side.  

- Install your passenger hood stripes follow all the marks. 

 

 


